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Any man who has a religion is bound to do one of two
things with it, change it or spread it. If it isn't true he
must give it up. If it is true he must give it away.
—Robert E. Speer.
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HOME AND FOREIGN
of the
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH
1928
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD
C. N. Hostetter, Sr., Washington Boro, Pa., Chairman, 1929.
J. N. Engle, Abilene, Kansas, Assist. Chairman, 1929.
Jesse Eyster, Upland, Calif., 1930.
Irvin Musser, Mt. Joy, Pa., 1930.
Isaac Engle, Clayton, Ohio, 1931.
Graybill Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa., Treasurer, 1931.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ont., 1931, Canadian Treas.
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
The respective dates indicate when furlough to
America is due.
Bishop H. P. Steigerwald, Superintendent, 1931.
Africa
Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, 1931.
Elder Roy H. Mann, 1929.
Address: Wanezi Mission, Private Bag, Filabusi, S.
Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Matopo Mission
Elder J. A. Climenhaga, Bulawayo, So. Africa, 1928.
Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga, 1928.
Elder Henry H. Brubaker, 1929.
Mrs. Henry H. Brubaker, 1931.
Mtshabezi Mission
Elder W. O. Winger, Bulawayo, S. Africa, Private
Bag, 1929.
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Mrs. W. 0. Winger, 1929.
Sadie Book, 1928.
Anna R. Engle, 1933.
Annie E. Winger, 1928.
Mary Heisey, 1933.
Macha Mission
Elder H. J. Frey, Choma, N. W. Rhodesia, S. Africa,
1934.
Beulah Musser, 1927.
Martha Kaufman, 1931.
Sikalongo Mission
Elder L. B. Steckley, Choma, N. W. Rhodesia, So.
Africa, 1925.
Mrs. L. B. Steckley, 1925.
India
Elder A. D. M. Dick, Saharsa, B. & N. W. Ry., India,
1934.
Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, 1934.
Mrs. Katie B. Smith, 1929.
Anna Steckley, 1934.
Ruth E. Byer, 1932.
Supaul Mission
M. Effie Rohrer, Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., India, 1929.
Elder George Paulus, 1933.
Mrs. George Paulus, 1933.
Outgoing Missionaries
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor.
Cyrus and Minnie Price Winger.
Sallie K. Doner.
Missionaries on Furlough
Elder and Mrs. J. Lester Myers, Greencastle, Pa.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 E. 8th St., Abilene, Kans.
B. Ella Gayman, Chambersburg, Pa., R. D. 2. Care
of Clarence Musser.
Mrs. H. J. Frey, Upland, Calif.

Brief Synopsis of Missiona)ry Program Rendered Sunday
June 3rd at Thomas, Okla.
Rarely has the Foreign Mission Board prepared a
more practical program comprising so many vital issues
and live topics associated with foreign mission enterprise
as that which was brought to the attention of all who
were privileged to attend the sessions of the late conference held at Thomas, Okla.
One pleasing feature connected with the program
was that of all those to whom topics were assigned were
present with the exception of one, and that topic was
ably discussed by D. W. Zook, missionary on furlough
from India.
The writer was not able to be present at all the program periods. But it may be said that the attendance
both in the Tabernacle, and the Tent was all that could
be expected, and there were evidences of deep impressions
having been made by the addresses given by the various
speakers.
Perhaps special mention might be made to the message given by Sister Naomi Lady on, "The cross, has it a
place in Foreign Missions?"
"The great Commission
obligation" WHERE? By Bish. C. N. Hostetter. "Behold the Fields." By Elmer Steckley. "What hath God
Wraught?" By J. L. Myers. Bro. Myers reviewed the
work, and the expansion of the same in the few years
comparatively speaking in which the Brethren in Christ
Church have supported mission work in Africa and India.
Other topics as follows. "Why Foreign Missions?" By
Eld. I. W. Musser. "Supreme need of Africa," by Eld.
J. L. Myers. "Supreme need of India," by Sister Ella
Gayman. "I am debtor to outstretched hands," by Eld.
D. W. Heise. "The first missionaries, who and why?,"
by Eld. J. R. Eyster. These were messages of a stirring
and awakening character, and it is hoped that as a result of carrying out the foregoing program, many of the
large assembly who were privileged to listen to the same
will have caught a new vision of the vastness of the
fields—the abundance of the crop—and the value of the

harvest. And that for the current conference year, deeper consecration, more prayer and intercession, with
greater liberality in giving may be evidenced throughout
the Brotherhood, and that many sheaves may be gathered into the garner before Jesus returns.
Anon.
Secretary's Report
It is with a feeling of mingled joy and heaviness
that we submit the report of the activities of this Board
for another Conference year.
On the one hand we rejoice for what has been accomplished in the great program that God has given to
the Church, but when we think of the possibilities that
lay before us and how little has been touched we are
made to feel sorry that we were not able to reach and
help more souls.
As will be noticed by reading the Field Reports, the
work has again been seriously handicapped because of
the shortage of workers, and the broken health of some
on the field.
According to arrangements as stated in last year's
report, Brother H. J. Frey sailed from New York in July
to again resume active mission work in Africa.
Brother and Sister A. D. M. Dick and Sister Anna
Steckley sailed in September for India to again take up
their work in India.
No new workers have been sent to the field during
the Conference j e a r , but Brother and Sister Cyrus Wingers' are booked to sail with Brother and Sister Myron
Taylor and family and Sallie Doner on June 6th, from
New York, to assist in the work in Africa.
As will be noted from last year's report, Brother
Taylor's outgoing was delayed on account of his physical
condition, and it is only within the last two months that
they and Sister Doner have decided to return to the
field. While Brother Taylor's health has gradually been
improving, he is not as strong as would have been desired to go to the field, but in face of the fact that there
seemed to be no other way than to close the Sikalongo
Mission, if they could not go at this time, the Board has

consented to their going, appreciating the spirit of selfdenial on the part of Brother Taylors' in offering to go,
though not physically strong.
During March of this year Sister Naomi Lady and
Mrother and Sister Lester Myers and family from Macha
Mission, Africa; and Sister Ella Gayman from the India
field, arrived home on their furlough having providentially met in London, England, from where they travelled
together to the homeland.
The work in general has been progressing about as
usual, and as well as could be expected with the acute
shortage of workers on the field.
As will be noted from the India report, it was deemed necessary to close the school there because of strenuous
opposition that has developed. In Africa, too, some have
fallen into the sin of adultery. We are glad however,
that others have been saved, and though there have not
been as many church accessions by baptism as some
years, we are thankful for those that remain true and
prospects who expected to unite with the church in the
near future.
Most of the workers have enjoyed fairly good health
during the year, with the exception of Brother Steigerwald, and several other African missionaries.
In the case of Brother Steigerwald, since our last
year's report, his health was much improved, but in the
last few months, he has again had several severe attacks
which left him quite weak.
As announced through the columns of the Evangelical Visitor, the plans for sending Brother S. B. Stoner
and daughter Mary to establish and have charge of the
proposed school for the missionaries' children have not
materialized; thus no advance steps have been taken,
other than that Sr. Anna Engle was teaching the Missionaries' children the early part of this Conference year
at Mtshabezi.
In considering the imperative need for additional
workers we are made to realize the need of real conse-7—

cration and incessant prayer in accord with the Master's
own words, "Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest,
that he would send forth laborers into His harvest."
FINANCIAL REPORT OF FOREIGN MISSION BOARD
Graybill Wolgemuth, Treasurer
Balance reported by former Treasurer May 1, 1927
$ 5,659.04
Receipts reported by former Treas. for May and June, '27 4,467.08
Total
$10,126.12
Expenditures reported by former Treas. for May and
June, 1927
$ 6,938.17
Balance turned over by former Treasurer
,
3,187.95
Total

$10,126.12

Receipts and Expenditures by Present Treasurer
GENERAL FUND
Balance shown above received from former Treasurer....$ 3,187.95
Received for General Fund July 1, 1927 to May 1, 1928.... 16,815.55
Total
Expenditures from General Fund July 1, 1927
May 1, 1928
Balance in General Fund of United States Treasurer

$20,003.50
to
18,120.64
1,882.86

Total
$20,003.50
Statement furnished by the Canadian Treasurer, D. W. Heise, of
Receipts and Expenditures made by him and balance held by him:
Balance on hand July 1, 1927 reported to Former Treas...$ 210.65
Total Contributions to May 1, 1928 with receipts including Bank Interest and 'Balance
$ 2,917.91
Disbursements
$ 2,337.44
Bal. in 'Bank May 1, 1928
579.57
$ 2,917.91 $2,917.91
Note: Combined balances in General Fund of Canadian
Treasurer and United States Treasurer is
$2,462.43

SOUTH AFRICA SCHOOL FUND
Balance received from former Treasurer July 5, 1927
Received July 5, 1927 to May 1, 1928
Balance May 1, 1928

$ 2,587.71
253.28
$ 2,840.99

ENDOWMENT FUND
Received from Former Treasurer:
$2000.00 New York, New Haven and Hartford Railway
4's of 1955 valued for audit at
$ 1,730.00
Check of $770.00 deposited in First National Bank of
Mount Joy, Pa
770.00
Note of S. G. Engle dated June 1, 1928 payable one year
from date
$ 3,087.50
Total
Special Extension Fund (donated by three brethren)
Summary of Year's Receipts
General Fund
Special Extension Fund
South Africa School Fund
Total

$ 5,587.50
$ 7,620.43
$24,401.19
7,620.43
253.28
$32,274.90

We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have
audited the accounts of Graybill Wolgemuth, Treasurer
of the Foreign Mission Board, and: find the balance of
$1,882.86 shown in the General Fund deposited in the
First National Bank of Mount Joy, Pa.: the balance in
South Africa School Fund of $2,840.99 invested in Savings Fund of the First National Bank of Mount Joy, Pa.;
and the investments in the Endowment Fund as shown;
and that the balance in Special Extension Fund of
$7,620.43 invested in Savings Fund of the First National
Bank of Mount Joy, Pa.; and that the accounts shown of
the former Treasurer and the Canadian Treasurer are reproduced as given by them.
Signed, P. E. Rupp,
Henry G. Carpenter.
They that turn many to righteousness shall shine in
brightness as the stars forever and ever are the words of
Holy Writ. We believe souls have been made happy dur—9—

ing the year because they have heard the message of the
Gospel.
We should remember the words of the Lord Jesus
who said it is more blessed to give than to receive. We
are glad to say that through the year we have learned of
those who have caught the visions of this blessedness,
and who have we believe, seen the reward of real sacrifice "bless God." We do not say that we as a Church have
climbed to the top rung of the ladder during the past year
of this work, but we appreciate very much the liberal offerings we have received from at least some parts of the
Brotherhood and we trust that those who are lagging behind may also catch the vision of the world that is lost.
We are especially thankful for the three donors who
have given $7,620.43 to our Special Extension Fund
which will be used if God so directs in extension of the
work on the field which they on the field are so much longing for.
We trust that through this coming conference year
we shall have your sincere prayers and your hearty cooperation in the work, and may the Lord help us to still
be more systematic in our giving for the cause of Christ.
We believe if we all give what is required of us in God's
Word, there will be no lack and many darkened hearts
will be reached. Let us all see our privileges and assist in
this work not grudgingly or of necessity for God loveth
the cheerful giver.
Graybill Wolgemuth, Treasurer.
FOREIGN MISSION TREASURER'S SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT
In looking over the Endowment Fund Report, there
may seem to have been a depreciation in some of the securities transferred from the former to the present
treasurer. However, by comparing balances of last year's
and this year's report, it will be noted that such is not
the case, as the apparent shortage in these securities is
covered in the note given by Bro. S. G. Engle.
We wish to further state, that owing to the nature
of some of the investments of this fund it was impossible
to transfer these securities without an action by the
—10—

Board, thus necessitating acceptance of the former
treasurer's note until this Board met at this place, as a
meeting of the Board was required to adopt resolution
authorizing sale and transfer of said securities.
FINANCIAL REPORT—SOUTH AFRICA—GENERAL FUND
L. B. Steckley, Treasurer
Receipts
'Balance December 31st, 1926
£ 45-10- 6
Maintenance
3235- 2- 1
Special for Teachers
48-17- 4
Expenditures
Expenditures during year
3087- 9-10
Balance, December 31st, 1927
242- 0- 1
£3329- 9-11 3329- 9-11
Development Fund
Receipts
Balance, Jan. 1st, 1927
Balance—Johannesburg property
Balance—of Farm fund F. M. T
Expenditures
Fees
Wanezi for developing
Balance December 31st, 1927

£ 304-15- 2
154- 7- 6
57- 5- 0
5- 0- 0
57- 0- 0
454- 7- 8
£ 516- 7- 8

516- 7- 8

Educational Fund
Receipts
Balance Jan. 1st, 1927
From General Fund

£ 98- 4- 3
371- 0- 0

Expenditures
Tuition and children's allowances
Balance December 31st, 1927
£ 469- 4- 3
MATOPO MISSION—J. A. Climenhaga
Receipts
Balance on Hand, Jan. 1st, 1927
£ 11- 4- 5
From Foreign Mission Treasury
300- 0- 0
From Sale of Produce
155-11- 6
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184-10- 0
284-14- 3
469- 4- 3

I
Prom Government Grant
From Tuition Fees
From Miscellaneous
Expenditures for year
Balance on Hand, December 1st, 1927

99-10- 0
9- 0- 0
13-14- 5
578-15- 4
10- 5- 0

£ 589- 0- 4 589- 0- 4
MTSHABEZI MISSION—W. O. Winger
Receipts
Cash on hand, Jan. 1st, 1927
£ 17- 9- 6
From Foreign Mission Treasury
490- 0- 0
Special offerings
10-12- 6
School Grant
302- 0- 0
Other Sources
223-14- 9
Expenditures for year
1025-16- 3
Balance on hand, December 31st, 1927
18-00- 6
£1043-16- 9 1043-16- 9
OUT-SCHOOLS
Receipts
Balance on hand, Jan. 1st, 1927
Government Grant
Foreign Mission Board
Native Church
Expenditures
Paid to Native Teachers
Tax
Cash on hand at end of year

£

4215105222-

9594-

9
0
9
3
529-19- 7
1-15- 0
15-14- 6

£ 547- 8- 9 547- 8- 9
SIKALONGO MISSION—L. B. Steckley
Receipts
Balance on hand, Jan. 1st, 1927
& 112-13- 3
From Foreign Mission Treasury
230- 0- 0
Other Receipts
184-11- 5
Expenditures for year
474-12- 1
Balance at end of year
52-12- 7
£ 527- 4- 8
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527- 4-

WANEZI MISSION—R. H. Mann
Receipts
Balance on hand, Jan. 1st, 1927
£ 14- 0- 9
From Foreign Mission Treasury
210- 0- 0
Other Receipts
85- 12- 7
Miscellaneous
57- 0- 0
Expenditures for year
Balance on hand at end of year

311- 1- 6
55-11-10

£ 366-13- 4 366-13- 4
INDIA FINANCIAL REPORT
Katie B. Smith
General Maintenance
To bal. Jan. 1st, 1927
Rs. 2500-10-06
To total receipts from F. M. Board . . 13307-10-02
By total expenditures
By balance
Propagation
To bal. Jan. 1st, 1927
1650-05-00
To total receipts
12908-14-08
By .total expenditures
By balance
Special Extension
To bal. Jan. 1st, 1927
1917-05-07
To total receipts
517-10-08
By total expenditures
Cash Account
To cash on hand Jan. 1st, 1928
16980-10-07
By all balances represented on Mission Treasurer books
49783-03-02

14112-13-03
1695-07-05

13647-12-04
911-07-04

2435-00-03

16980-10-07
49783-03-02

SAHARSA STATION FINANCIAL REPORT
Katie B. Smith
Maintenance
To bal. Jan. 1st, 1927
Rs. 122-05-06
To total receipts for the year
1560-14-06
I5y total expenditures
1458-05-09
By balance
224-14-03
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To
To
'By
By
To
To
By
By

Propagation
balance J a n . 1st, 1927
1605-03-03
t o t a l receipts for t h e y e a r
9084-05-09
total expenditures
balance
Building and Land
bal. J a n . 1st, 1927
1883-03-11
t o t a l receipts
1287-08-01%
t o t a l expenditures
balance
15543-11-00 Vs
SUPAUL
Geo. E . P a u l u s
Maintenance
Receipts

Balance from 1926
From Treasurer
Receipts and sales
By inventory

Other sources
8913-03-03
1776-07-09

2050-07-04 Vz
1120-04-08
15543-11-00%

274-13- 8
5894-13- 6
418- 3- 4
166-00-04
6753-14-10

Expenditures
_

Rs. 5999-11-07
754-03-03
6753-14-10

Propagation
Balance from 1926
From Treasurer
O t h e r sources

R u n n i n g costs
Balances

Rs.

526-03-05
4941-10-08
62-14-03

5530-12-04
R s . 5150-09-09
380-02-09
5530-12-04

Building and Land
B a l a n c e s and I n v e n t o r y , 1926
From Treasurer

1621-01-09
283-08-11
1337-08-11

Labour, r e p a i r s , etc.
Balance, inventory, etc

1621-01-09

Rs.

Gen. r u n n i n g costs
By balance and i n v e n t o r y

66-14-09

Rs. 1344-03-00
210-00-00

STATISTICAL REPORT O F THE A F R I C A N

WORK O F T H E

BRETHREN IN CHRIST C H U R C H FOR THE Y E A R 1927
No. Mission Stations
No. E u r o p e a n Missionaries, Male 7, F e m a l e 11. Total ....
No. of O u t s t a t i o n s
Additional p r e a c h i n g places
No. c o m m u n i c a n t s a t beginning of year
.No. c o m m u n i c a n t s a t close of yr., Male 248, female 11. Tot.
No. in E n q u i r e r s classes b e g i n n i n g of yr., male 338, female,
575, Total
No. S u n d a y Schools a t close of y e a r
No. Sunday School pupils a t close of y e a r

5
18
40

744
913

Educational Work
No. E l e m e n t a r y schools employing native t e a c h e r s
42
Total enrollment for t h e y e a r
2050
A v e r a g e daily a t t e n d a n c e
1500
No. T r a i n i n g Schools
4
No. E u r o p e a n t e a c h e r s employed
6
No. Native t e a c h e r s employed
10
E n r o l l m e n t for y e a r
336
A v e r a g e daily a t t e n d a n c e
Financial
A p p r o x . value of mission f a r m s (Mtshabezi and W a n e z i ) £3000-0-0
A p p r o x i m a t e value of p e r m a n e n t i m p r o v e m e n t s
6200-0-0
A p p r o x i m a t e value of personal p r o p e r t y
1200-0-0
A p p r o x i m a t e value of livestock
2200-0-0
Total a p p r o x i m a t e value of Church's p r o p e r t y in Africa £12600-0-0
Government G r a n t received, 1927
600-0-0
Congregational offerings received (mostly n a t i v e ) , 1927-.. 250-0-0
Tuition received, 1927
Sale of f a r m produce, 1927
-15—

Wages to native teachers, 1927
700-0-0
The above report was prepared by H. J. Frey at the request of
our Superintendent, Bro. Steigerwald. This is our first attempt at
giving a general statistical report, and some of the items we were
unable to fill in, owing to the fact that some of the stations did
not report in full. Moreover, some of the statistics were approximated by myself in the absence of accurate data; and the report
must be regarded as only approximate. We believe that this report, though partially incomplete and inaccurate, will be a benefit
and satisfaction to those interested; but we also believe that if
definite forms are arranged and filled out by all the stations, a report can in the future be compiled that will be very beneficial indeed
both to the missionaries and our people at home. Shall we not
pray and labor for a great increase all along the line during the
year 1928.
Most sincerely,
H. J. Frey.

MATOPO MISSION REPORT
Once again another year has rolled into History.
The arrangement which was made in having just one
male worker, with two sisters at the Matopo Mission,
during the closing months of 1926, while thought to be
only temporary, was found to be nearly an abiding plan
for the year of 1927. Thus again the report for 1927 is
unique in its setting.
Every year seems to offer some change in detail
in nearly every work. This necessitates the writing of
a yearly report. In general, however, the differences are
so small that it sometimes taxes the reporter to the limit
especially if he has no desire to unduly repeat things
which have been written during previous years.
When similiarities are the result of real Christian
stabilization then God be thanked. If, on the other hand,
it is the result of the lack of forward vision on the part
of either the Home Base or the workers on the Field, it
appeals to me that our backward glances should cause us
to examine our policies and see wherein we might have
done better.
Individually, I do not feel as if the best was done,
especially here on the Field. We did what we could but
-16-

why should it have been necessary for the work on the
Field to have been crippled when there apparently were
workers at home, who long ago professed a call to the
Foreign Activities ?
In the beginning I would have it understood that the
work at Matopo Mission could not be cared for properly
by the Staff during 1927. Because of lack of workers
some things had to suffer and some things did.
As much as any Superintendent may desire to, he
can do only so much. It was impossible for one man to
take care of the work here at Matopo Mission Station, as
it should have been cared for and at the same time pay
proper attention to the Extension Work, such as kraal
visiting, out-school inspection, etc., at the same time.
The Out Posts were not visited as often as they should
have been. The Sisters did some visiting but there are
problems which demand the attention of the Supt., and
some of these were neglected. Sadly neglected!
During the first part of the year the writer and his
wife were given their short furlough. In this time the
work was cared for by Brother and Sister Brubaker and
Sister Annie Winger.
They did splendid work. More
could not have been expected. Naturally some things
could not be done by them. We returned from our holiday refreshed. Otherwise I am doubtful if we could have
stood the burdens at all. I mean because of their multiplicity. For six or more months our daily program consisted of about twelve hours work. Dear Ones, I say
it was too much. It was gladly done and with our limited
supply of workers on the Field, no other way was seen.
But is it right for us to do it? It has been stated that
we missionaries are a hard stiff people to deal with, and
I partly believe it. We cannot stand to see the work deteriorate. Some missionaries of other Societies would
simply close up the Station and get their furloughs on
time. It seems as if we cannot. Are we too persistent?
God knows. What would you at the Home Base advise?
Not only did the work of the Outside suffer. To a
certain extent the work at the Station also suffered.
One Love Feast was held and the communion was sweet.
-17—

Thank God. Whether we lacked vision or were too tired,
I know not, but it did not seem advisable to give the
Class Members an opportunity to present themselves for
baptism, and thus we have no accessions to Church
Membership to report. It would fill me with delight to
report, that under existing conditions, we held our own,
but that too is an impossibility. A number of members
fell into sin. This means that they fell into adultery,
the sin of the people. Of course they had to be expelled.
Most of them stood true. Again I say "Thank God,
Amen." Knowing the people as we do, we are grateful.
It should be remembered that the enemy always
tries to enter when the army is tired, and new reinforcements are not coming. I do not mean to state that these,
who fell into adultery, would not have done so had there
been more workers here, but I do say, and that emphatically, that more time could have been given to visiting
them, had the labourers not been worked so hard.
Educationally the work held its own as I view it. It
may have gone forward a little. The government School
Inspector in his report stated that, scholastically, the
school was above the average. Industrially his remarks
were not so encouraging. The farming operations were
praised by him. The necessity of having a strong efficient manual training instructor was again pointed out
by him.
There was an average daily enrollment of forty-five
as Boarders at the Mission, or in the First Class school.
The Morning, Second Class School had an average attendance of thirty. Mgodi Kumale was engaged to teach in
the place of Gwalinka, who had fallen into sin. The
school was slightly smaller than the previous year. During September, the Normal School for our Out School
Teachers, was held here at the Mission. Other years
Brother Steigerwald always assisted in the work at this
time. This arrangement was impossible for 1927. Bro.
Frey came to the Field just a short time before the opening of this School and he was given the burden of looking
after the Normal this year of 1927. Bro. Brubaker also assisted. In addition to helping in the teaching he had
—18—

charge of the industrial training of the teachers. A new
brick two roomed hospital was built by them.
A good spirit prevailed throughout the Normal for
which we were grateful. The representation was not as
large as we would have desired.
Turning from the Main Station to the Out Schools,
connected with the Station we see, that while there were
discouraging things, there was much to encourage. The
Silezwe School, which had been closed for a few years,
was again reopened. The old teacher, who had been here
at the Mission in training, returned to his former place,
we trust better fitted educationally and spiritually, for
the work of God. His school was large, having had an
average daily attendance of sixty-six.
The Tohwe School was also reopened and the former
teacher again engaged. His school was closed because
he had been bitten by a snake a couple of years ago.
May God be praised that he Panyekwa the teacher of
Tohwe, did not succumb to the old heathenish ideals
when under temptation.
The other schools of the Mission were conducted
about the same as the previous year, with the exception
of not having been visited as often.
From the natural view point we had much to be
grateful for. The average rainfall for the season was
light but the farm produced sufficient grain and sweet
potatoes to obviate the necessity of purchasing any food
stuffs for the Boarders.
These were some of the things which occurred at the
Matopo Mission. Throughout the whole year it had been
our determination "to walk before the Lord in the land
of the living," and "to pay our vows unto the Lord." God
knows how far short of our ideal we have fallen.
During the beginning of the last month of the year
some changes were made in the Staff. Brother and Sister Brubaker were placed at the Matopo Mission to assist in the work at the Station and to have charge of
the outlying outschools. Sister Annie Winger was
transferred to Mtshabezi. Thus our prospects for 1928
are better.
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May our ambitions, our aims, our desires be mutual
is our prayer. Let us pray for one another.
If the
Home Base and the reapers in the Field do their best the
work will prosper. Amen.
Yours for Rhodesia's Blacks,
J. A. Climenhaga and Workers.
MTSHABEZI MISSION REPORT
To the Foreign Mission Board and General Conference of
1928, Greeting:
1927 has passed into history, and while we tried to
do all we could for the Master here, we see very much
left undone.
On account of a very light crop we kept the number
at the girls school near 100 during a part of the year,
but with these and what it takes to care for them, spiritually, educationally and temporally, the workers were
kept busy. While it is our desire to practice Jesus' command, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness," it seems there are times on the mission field
when so many duties come pressing in and the enemy of
our and their souls assail us in a way that it takes all
the God given grace to keep your head above the water
so to speak, but with it all we can truly thank God that
we are here and can sing in reality, "I count it a privilege
here His cross to bear," for thank God the promises hold
good here, and His Grace is sufficient for us.
The purpose of our work is for the Spiritual needs
of these girls, many and varied are the experiences we
have had with them on these lines. We thank God for the
workings of His Holy Spirit among them, and for the
obedience we see to Him in that sins are confessed, and
there were those who were accepted during the year for
baptism, but we see a real need among our people for
deeper conviction, and real godly sorrow for sin. Some
of the older girls with the workers carry a real burden of
prayer for the souls of these girls who come to the Mission, and will you our readers join us in this, for there are
often souls to deal with and we are made to feel that
their choice will mean life or death to their souls, and we
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feel it is no light matter to deal with never dying souls
in this way.
In the school also, they are brought face to face with
light, and as the Bible is explained to them by those who
feel the importance of this work, and as they learn many
Scripture verses, in school, we can only believe that in
this the promise that His word will not return unto Him
void will be verified.
The temporal part which includes their food and
clothing, is no small item, and owing to the severe drouth
it was a very hard problem this year, but we are thankful to Him who has promised to supply all our needs,
that we could come out at the end of the year without a
debt.
In helping us through financially, the grant earned
from the Government for the school where the missionaries' children were taught, also helped. We were also
glad for what we could do to help this school along. Sr.
Engle did very well for the children in school and the
Christian atmosphere and influence there cannot be reckoned or counted, and we believe that the many Scripture verses which they also learned in their school will
remain with them through life, and will be as seed sown
in good ground.
The different workers tried to get out away from the
Station to hold services, and at all of these places their
visits were appreciated, and with this the more you go
the more you see the need of going, and that after all
is the real purpose of our being here, namely to give the
people the Gospel.
The outschools farther from the Station were visited and two love feasts and baptismal services held. If
someone had the time to spend even one week in a revival effort at these schools, it would help both teacher
and people, and we believe it would result in the salvation of many souls, but this cannot be done dear reader
unless you send more young men over to help us.
Yes, the people are hungry, both the sinner and the
backslider, and the words are true with them, down in
the human heart crushed by the tempter feelings lie bur-21—

ied that Grace can restore. Were very thankful that at
one love feast Matshuba was received back into the
church again, and that he will stand true and obey God
in everything. He is now earning big pay, but he is
needed in the Gospel work where the pay would be small.
Thei*e are many others in need of help and as you and
we together pray God will answer, and save more souls.
In closing we can think of no better Scripture than
was spoken to Joshua, "There is still very much land
ahead to be possessed." More teachers are needed, shall we
pray that God will send them out ? More schools are calling
for teachers, more people are calling for schools, the harvest is ripe and precious souls are going down and on in
heathen darkness; can we longer be unconcerned? May
we increase our prayers for the^needs as they are before
us.
Yours in His glad service,
W. 0. Winger and Co-Laborers.
REPORT OF OUTSCHOOLS IN SOUTH RHODESIA
To the Foreign Mission Board and General Conference,
of 1928, Greetings:
Nothing more than to submit a financial report of
these outschools do we feel is necessary, for the outschools connected with each Station are dealt with by
the one in charge of those schools.
We are very thankful that this has been the best
year financially that we have had since 1923, not that
we consider the money part of most importance, but it
is generally a sure indication of the interest the members
take in the work as to how they give, and it is a big encouragement to us and feel it is in answer to prayer that
we now have a credit balance for 1927 instead of a debit.
There are also those who are feeling the call of God
upon them to preach the Gospel. This is also very encouraging, so we firmly believe that as we go forth with a
good courage and pray more earnestly, there will be
much more accomplished for God and the salvation of
these poor souls who are so bound under heathen superstition, and are so weak that they cannot free themselves,
but we who see the results are not ashamed of the
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Gospel here for it is the power of God unto salvation to
many of these dark-skinned people, so may we be as
1 'aul, when he said he was a debtor to all, and with these
words, so, as much as in me is I am ready, may we also be
whole hearted and ready now to give ourselves anew to
this work.
Yours for the advancement of His work,
W. O. Winger.
SIKALONGO REPORT
"It is of the Lord's mercies that we are not consumed,
because His compassions fail not. They are new every
morning." Lam. 3:22-23.
We wish to magnify the name of the Lord, for His
manifold blessings and for His mercy which endureth
forever. Truly His compassions fail not. In viewing
the past year we can see where God's hand has lead, and
where He has many times answered prayer.
The work is not all sunshine, there are tests and discouragements. One member has been expelled from the
congregation here, for taking the second wife after he
was a believer. Another girl who has been at the mission for several years has remained at home the last
term, and apparently backslidden, and is leading others
with her. Satan is busy everywhere in trying to deceive
and allure.
There were four additions to the church during the
year, and we are praying that more might come and
give themselves to the Lord's work.
The work has continued on about the same as the
previous year without much change. Very little building was done. A garage 18 x 14 was erected to protect
the Ford car which was purchased during the year. We
are thankful to the Lord for providing the necessary
funds for purchasing this means of better transport,
which is very much appreciated. We believe it will be a
help in visiting some of the villages, and other trips as
well, in much shorter time than can be done by oxen. A
few other improvements were also added to the house.
The Lord has blessed the mission with a good crop so
that we had food enough for our boarders without buy-23—

ing. While we appreciate the natural harvest, yet we
long to see a spiritual harvest of souls redeemed by the
precious blood of Jesus.
The school enrollment for the year was 70 male and
female, with an average attendance of about 55, about
half of the regular pupils remain in school for a year or
more, and the others for a school term only.
In Northern Rhodesia the natives do not possess registration certificates, hence there is nothing to
compel a native to stay in school more than one term.
Quite a number of natives came for medical attention, and some of them have been drawn to the Lord
and remain at the mission to enter school.
The estimated population in the Sikalongo area is
from 2000 to 3000 people within a radius of about 10
miles. Most of these villages have been visited during
the year, but not more than half came out to hear the
Gospel. Oh that the people might realize their need of
Christ, and come to Him with all their hearts and follow Him.
We are thankful to the church for her prayers and
financial support, and we continue to ask for the prayers of the saints that the people might know Him, the
Lord of all.
I am Yours in Him,
L. B. Steckley.
WANEZI MISSION REPORT 1928
Greeting you all through the precious name of
Jesus. This morning we feel to praise God for his
many blessings that we have enjoyed throughout the
past year. We can say with the Psalmist, "Bless the
Lord, O my soul and all that is within me, bless His
holy name * * *and forget not all His benefits."
In taking a retrospective view of the past year, we
can say indeed many, many have been our benefits. The
greatest of these has been the privilege we have had
through another year of witnessing to his people who
are sitting in sin and heathen superstition, God's
great love to all men. Oh, what a privilege to say like
John the Baptist to sin bound people, "Behold the
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Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world."
Then too he has supplied all our needs, perhaps
not all our wants but as his trusting children we have
the assurance of all our needs and what more do we
need, for we are children of the King, who holdeth the
wealth of the world in His hand. We remember how
wonderfully the Lord supplied our need of water. The
normal rainy season is from about October 15th until
:ibout April 1st. It was the last of April, the river had
not been running for several months and the pools in
the river were fast drying up. We depend on the water
in these pools for both man and beast and we were
afraid that the water would not last through the dry
season of about six months. We are now in May and
heavens seemed as brass. The evening of May ninth we
saw a few clouds in the south when we went to bed but
did not think about rain. However soon after midnight
we were awakened by the falling of rain. How our
hearts went up in thanksgiving to Him who causes the
rain to fall which filled the pools in the large river.
Because of the light rainfall, we harvested a very
light crop of grain. Our food was scarce, so we did not
do much building. In the fore part of the year we
finished the buildings which were started and constructed a grain tank holding about 360 bushels. The
tank is made by taking curved, corrugated galvanized
iron which is riveted and soldered together. The weevil
are very bad in this country and grain stored in open
bins is practically destroyed in one year's time. But in
an airtight tank and by fumigating we are able to keep
the grain for many years if necessary. The cattle have
clone very well considering the shortage of water and
grass.
The attendance in the outschools was better than
last year. There were nine schools open throughout the
year. Some of them were very encouraging while others
were not. We are sorry that it became necessary to
close two schools about the middle of the year, due to
the people moving into other districts. One of these
teachers moved to a new place to open a school. This
was a preaching place for many years and we were glad
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that we could open a school there. There was very little grass, therefore he could not build the school house,
and was only able to secure enough grass to thatch one
of his huts. The other teacher moved to an old school
to take the place of the teacher who fell into sin. This
is one of the hard things of mission work when a
teacher allows the devil to ensnare him. Dear ones they
need your prayers to overcome every temptation.
We were also able to reopen a school that had been
closed several years ago. The teacher who moved there
just gave himself to the work of the Lord this year.
We now come to the most important part of our
work, the spiritual. The attendance at the Sunday services was good at all of the schools and at a few it has
increased very much. The Lord has been working in
the hearts of the people. Many have stood for prayer,
and have been prayed for and quite a few have joined
the enquirer's class. We are very sorry to say that
there were no baptisms during the year. Because of the
illness of our Bishop H. P. Steigerwald, he was not
able to hold any baptismal services. We had hoped that
he would recover sufficiently to hold them, in this hope
it was held off from time to time and now the year has
passed without any church accessions. Another point
which is very encouraging is that the offerings of the
natives have been greater than they were last year.
There was not as much evangelistic work among
the outschools as we long to see. But on account of illness of Brother Steigerwald we were not able to spend
much time in this line of work. Here there is a great
work waiting for someone to step forth and possess the
land for our King. We are hoping and praying that the
Lord will send forth workers in order that much more
time may be spent in this most -needy work.
In closing this report we wish to make a few requests for prayer. The class members, as babes in
Christ; The native church, the deepening of her spirituality, the enlarging of her vision to push forth God's
great cause: For more native teachers as there are
many places calling for teachers with no one to send:
and last but not least your representatives.
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The battle may be hard and the clouds heavy and
black but each cloud has a silver lining. May our faith
be firm and may we grasp hold of the horns of the altar afresh and press on. For there is victory just
ahead, our captain has never lost a battle. Praise the
Lord.
Yours in His glad service,
Wanezi Mission Workers,
per Roy Mann.
INDIA GENERAL REPORT
A. D. M. Dick, Supt.
Greetings to our brethren and sisters in the homeland. Since last Conference it has been our privilege to
return to India after a pleasant sojourn with the
Church at home. Many are the happy incidents that
come back fresh to us in memory as we think back over
our visit in the various Districts of the Brotherhood.
Now we are away from all that and again in the midst
of the conflict here.
Today India in general, and we think North Bihar
in particular, presents a much different attitude to Mission work than a decade ago. All the upper classes are
reacting with more or less apparent opposition to Mission work. Indigenous societies are copying Mission
methods in trying to hinder Mission work, as for instance in the matter of providing and selling cheap
literature, work among women, schools, etc. Here in
Tirhut, the name given to the territory north of the
Ganges River, and bordering Nepal from our District on
west for a hundred miles or more, we find much of the
old bigotry, prejudice, and caste restrictions, that have
been, and are loosening up in the more advanced sections of India.
Your own Mission has keenly felt this persistent
opposition in an effort directed against our school for
non-Christian boys, at Saharsa, as a result of which the
School is closed at present. Religious feeling is at the
bottom of it all. And yet along with this there is a
growing understanding of our purpose and methods
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among the people of the District, who almost invariably
give the Gospel message a ready hearing in their villages and homes. This is bound to produce results in
some form sometime.
Our old acquaintance, the Kosi River, still persists
in forcing its way westward. Madhipura is now considered fairly safe for building purposes, since the
River is mostly west of the town. Many of the local people seem anxious to have the Mission locate foreign
workers there again. Supaul is more or less threatened
by this stream at present, altho we do not anticipate
immediate danger. At Phaptiahi, nearly seventeen
miles north of Supaul, an English Missionary Society
has had an outpost for a number of years. They have
now abandoned it, partly because of the floods, and are
offering it to us in sale. We feel that it will be wise to
take it over since no large sum is involved, and we
will have a foot-hold at that important point, which is
the only railway outlet for Nepal in a distance of fifty
miles or more along the border. In the South our territory has been enlarged by the withdrawal of another
Society, so that at present we have a tremendous task
before us.
As to the future, it is impossible to forecast, but
it is more and more our purpose to emphasize direct
evangelism. We ought to have outposts for Indian
workers scattered throughout the territory. The extent of this developement will depend largely on the
number of workers and amount of funds available. Our
immediate Christian constituency is potentially growing, and one of our problems will be to help them become a distinctive unit in the economic life of the community at large. To hold the children of the Christian
community in the Christian faith will also be more difficult, as definite systems are in vogue at present whereby they can easily become Hindus or Mohammedans.
A Roman Catholic community of twenty-five families is
anxious for us to rent land to them so that they can
make a living, and they of course would join our community. This would be a wonderful opportunity if we
had the land. The matter of a continuous struggle for
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existence in a minority group constitutes a serious
problem for us, even in connection with our own membership.
The response of the Church to our circular letter
appeals has been most gratifying this winter. It has
been our experience that whenever a situation is laid before our people in a consistent manner they always respond. At present our active propagation work is
mostly a three-cornered affair, with the Board, the
Field, and the Church, occupying the angles. We wish
the plan of financing our activities here could be better
consolidated, so that the Board would have full cognizance of the work done here, and at the same time the
Church would not be deprived of the privilege of
directly supporting various phases of the work.
One of the happy events of the year was the visit
of Brother and Sister Climenhaga, of Africa. It is a
matter of regret that all our force was not on the field
but those who were, certainly enjoyed their visit, and
we trust it was of benefit to them also, in increasing
their knowledge of Mission work in general. Perhaps
their visit can be reciprocated in the future.
We also desire to express appreciation for the new
auto made possible by the generosity of a number of our
co-workers at home. May the Lord bless you all for
your help in securing this convenience to us.
The Rest Home at Darjeeling has been making a
reasonably good showing thus far. Enough profit has
been realized from operations, to keep up all expenses
and repairs. Then the certainty of a pleasant place in
the hills where we can escape the heat for a few weeks,
is most assuring and gratifying.
When we returned from America we soon saw that
while the general health of the missionaries was good,
yet there were evidences of "nerves" here and there,
that spoke of the strain of the work. Sr. Cayman left
early in January to enjoy a much needed and well deserved furlough.
Our working staff at this writing consists of seventeen Indian evangelistic workers, two medical helpers,
and seven orphanage workers. Many more than this
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Concerning the different phases of Mission activity
here at Supaul, it may be said that in general, progress
during the year was gradual. The orphanage boys have
been sheltered, clothed and taught in the same manner
as in former years. Their advance in mental and
spiritual development was perhaps as good as one could
expect. Very few of them were well born according to
the usual way of thinking. Hence they have many odds
to overcome which those coming from good stock know
nothing of. Our Upper Primary school in which they
read was just recently recognized as a Standard school
by the Board of Education. This is another open door
of opportunity because non-Christian children will come
to our Mission school to read, since they can now secure
recognized Certificates for their work.
The preaching work among the surrounding villages and in the zinanas was carried on with the cooperation of the Indian preachers and Bible women.
In this section of the country villages are very numerous, the chances to find people are numberless. When
one goes into them and has occasion to stop a few minutes, a big congregation of children and grownups
gather at once to see the padri. The opportunity to
speak about Jesus is not hard to find, and while of late
no confessed converts from among them can be reported, yet a great many of them believe in their hearts
that Christianity is the true Religion. We hope and
pray that the day is not far distant when they will not
only believe, but also confess openly that Jesus is the
Christ the Savior of the world.
The zinanas have been visited quite regularly. The
observance of purda system is a very great hinderance
to the Indian women for social and mental development. As a result they are beginning to set up cries
against the system which are having their effect. These
cries are without doubt the result of Christian influence,
for which the Missionary can be glad.
Even though there is no Mission dispensary at
Supaul, yet during the past year a goodly number of
people received relief from such common ailments as
malaria fever, colds, stomach and bowel troubles, burns,

could be used to advantage in thoroughly covering our
territory, especially in the evangelistic department.
We cannot say, as is always the case, that we are
satisfied with past accomplishments; and while there
have been no accessions to the Church this year, there
are a number who are about ready to take this step. We
feel it necessary to hold more closely to the line in religious and spiritual requirements, since we believe it
will pay to look to quality rather than quantity in the
matter of accessions.
The Mission appreciates very highly the action of.
last Conference in approving the establishment of a
third Station in our territory and we look forward to
the realizing of this privilege this coming year as the
Church provides the amount sanctioned, and extra
workers.
We desire to express to you all our profound gratitude for all you have given in time, prayer, sympathy,
and substance, for the work here this year; and we
trust that it will be possible to create a still closer bond
between yourselves, and your work and representatives
in India.

SUPAUL GENERAL REPORT
Let a man so account of us as of the Ministers of
Christ and Stewards of the mysteries of God, I Cor.
4:1. In the effort to bring together a summary of the
past year's labours at Supaul our attention is drawn to
the verse quoted above. Indeed to be accounted of as
ministers of Christ and stewards of God is a worthy
thing, but as well it implies heavy responsibilities. If
we covet the worthiness we must also be willing to
shoulder the responsibility of being ministers and
stewards. The Missionary is called to be a minister
and a steward of the Word of God. It is his work to
preach the Gospel with all that the term implies and also to be a keeper of those who believe through the
preaching. And there comes to mind no better way to
say it than that this is what by the grace of God we
have been occupied with during this past year.
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wounds, skin diseases, etc. One may think that this is
only giving them physical help, but also it is a means
of approach for offering them spiritual aid.
This report would by no means be complete without
stating that it was a great pleasure and encouragement
to have our Senior Missionaries return to the Field in
the latter part of last year. We are certain that now
with their return the mission work will be caused to go
forward with a new impetus, and that there will be a
good harvest of souls for His Kingdom.
In closing it may be in place to state that even
though it would be hitting wide of the truth to say that
all was sunshine and pleasure, yet we remember with
joy the fact that Jesus was ever with us and upholding
us. Also for the coming year we seek God's blessing for
the work here as well as for all God's vineyard both at
Home and Abroad.
Very sincerely,
George E. Paulus.

SAHARSA GENERAL REPORT
To the Foreign Mission Board and our brethren
and sisters in the Church at large, Greetings. We remember the words of Paul in that expression so characteristic of that great missionary, "I press forward."
As we look back over the past year we are compelled to
admit and conclude that without "pressing," persistent,
and sacrificing effort, no progress can be made toward
the fulfilling of the great commission in this day of
grace.
Now as to our local activities, no important
change was initiated by the Mission body. It will be of
interest, however, to note that with the abandonment of
a large area on the south border of our territory by a
neighboring Mission, we have accepted the responsibility of trying to evangelize it. This comes under
Saharsa jurisdiction, and our local force of Indian
workers has been regularly working in this new district in addition to our old territory. At present five
Indian preachers are working in and out from Saharsa,
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ind 0U0, with his wife, from Madhipura. In addition
lo tillH, throe of our Christian women are regularly
hoi pi tig Sr. Smith in evangelistic work in the homes of
I hi' Indians, among the women. This constitutes the
(limit evangelistic effort at Saharsa in addition to the
nriil.ir services held on our compound, including those
in connection with the Dispensary.
There has not been much change in the Girls
Orphanage and Boarding School, except that the girls
HIT growing older and requiring much prayerful and
direful oversight. One of our own orphan girls has
i ompleted Normal training in a Mission School in
I':11 na, and is now engaged in teaching in the Girls
School here. She is a very bright, intelligent, and so far
I metallic girl, and we entertain hopes of her greater
Usefulness later on. One of the girls was married this
winter to one of our young men, a teacher at Supaul;
and several small girls were admitted to the School as
boarding students. Sr. Gayman rendered faithful servIco as missionary in charge of the girls during most of
the eight years she spent on the field. Sr. Steckley now
has charge of this work.
Now follows a story not pleasant to relate. Our
work has its disappointments as well as glad surprises.
Scarcely else can be expected these days. The Boys
Crammer School here was in a flourishing condition at
the beginning of 1927. The attendance increased right
up until the middle of the year. Then a combination of
circumstances began to operate against the School.
Several non-Christian teachers were dismissed from the
School, one because of not being qualified to carry on in
a recognized school, and the other because of misconduct. These two got together and incited some leading
Hindus of the town to help boycott our school, start up
a rival school and compel the Mission school to close.
W<? are sorry to say that at last, by spreading false reports about the school, intimidating the guardians of
the boys, etc., and emphasizing the fact of Bible teaching in our school as being harmful to Hinduism, the attendance gradually decreased until we were obliged to
close the school, at least for the present. Despite our
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Section 1.
Inasmuch as General Conference of 1926 has passed
a resolution authorizing solicitation for a fund to establish a school for missionaries' children, and,
Whereas, such solicitation has partially been carried out in a canvas of part of the church and a fund of
nearly Three Thousand Dollars has been raised, how-

ever since the plan to send Br. S. B. Stoner and
daughter Sister Mary, to have charge of said school has
not materialized, and,
Whereas no other workers were in sight, no effort
was made during the last Conference year to solicit additional funds. Because of the developments, correspondence with the workers on the field was renewed, and
after reconsideration, they have adopted a resolution
favoring the sending of any workers, male or female,
who may be considered suitable to look after the school
for missionaries' children. If a married couple cannot
be obtained two sisters, one qualified to teach the school
and the other to act as matron, would be satisfactory,
and,
Whereas the climate at the Matopa Mission is more
nearly ideal than at other places, they favor the location
of the school at that place. Also for the present they
recommend that no large sums of money be expended
for either buildings or equipment.
In view of the aforesaid conditions the Board renews their appeal for volunteers for this work, either
married couple or sisters who are willing and qualified
to act as teacher or matron, and,
Inasmuch as there are parts of the brotherhood
(hat have not been solicited for this fund,
Be it therefore, Resolved that this Board be
authorized to deputize some brother to solicit funds for
(his need in such districts at such time as they deem advisable, and,
Be it further Resolved that this Board be
authorized to send such workers as soon as available
and in their judgment see proper.
Section 2.
Whereas, time and again mission workers responded to the call of the Board as being ready for
service on the field, yet had not been able, or neglected
to obtain their qualifying credentials, therefore,
Be it Resolved that the Foreign Mission Board
HIWIII not recommend names of applicants to General
Conference for confirmation unless accompanied by
properly qualified credentials.
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prayers we could not hold ground against the subtle
methods of the enemies of the school; and while we
seem to have been defeated, we feel that God has some
surprise in store for us even in this connection.
Sr. Byer has carried on faithfully • in the Dispensary, treating an aggregate of about 3500 cases during
the year. The Gospel is regularly preached prior to dispensing medicines, and we know much confidence in
the Mission has been aroused in the hearts of the people helped in the Dispensary.
The work with our few widows was in charge of
Sr. Smith until Bro. and Sr. Dick returned to the field,
when Sr. Dick was given charge of them. They are an
interesting group, with their joys and sorrows, and
troubles now and then. One of India's saddest problems
is that of her widows. One of these women here had
been taken to a missionary institution in Calcutta,
where she developed tuberculosis and complications, and
has just been brought back in what the doctor says is a
hopeless condition.
In spite of the opposition offered our work here,
we have full confidence that the Lord will work His will.
We know that many are thinking more or less seriously
about the Christ, and while opposition grows more active and becomes better organized, we are sure the Lord
is working. A number of our girls and some others
here are contemplating baptism. We are in touch with
some individuals who are secretly inquiring after the
Lord. So until He comes, the work will go on, and on.
A. D. M. Dick and workers.
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD CONFERENCE REPORT

Section 3.
Whereas, General Conference has vested ' the
power to transact business in the way of buying or selling property, signing deeds, etc., in a Board of Trustees
of S. Africa, composed of five members, and,
Whereas it is frequently difficult to have all members of this Board present at one time as is necessary
in the signing of important documents
Be it, therefore, Resolved that a quorum of three of
this Board shall constitute a committee who may legally
transact business, and further,
Be it Resolved that the trustees shall not consummate any important business without the consent of the
Foreign Mission Board, and,
Be it further Resolved that this Conference confirm
the following named persons as trustees:
H. P. Steigerwald
H. J. Frey
Myron Taylor
W. 0. Winger
L. B. Steckley
Approved.
HOME MISSIONS
Home Mission Board
M. G. Engle, Abilene, Kansas, Chairman, 1929.
J. H. Wagaman, Waukena, Calif., Assist. Chairman,
1931.
,;
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Refton, Pa., Secretary, 1931.
I. J. Zercher, Enterprise, Kansas, Assist. Secretary,
1929.
Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa., Treasurer, 1930.
Albert Reigle, Ridgway, Ont, Canadian Treas., 1930.
E. J. Rohrer, West Milton, Ohio, 1931.
HOME MISSION BOARD GENERAL REPORT
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Secretary.
Greetings to General Conference:
We again present a brief review of the activities of
this board during the last conference year. The re-

ports as given in the Handbook of Missions give detailed
information of the work being done at our city and
rural stations. We recommend a careful reading of
these reports. A brief report of the work in general is
hereby submitted.
The work at our city missions has shown encouraging progress. Numerous church accessions were reported, several fruitful revivals were conducted, and all
report souls seeking the Lord throughout the past year.
The rural work, as well, with little exception, gives
evidence of God's blessing attending the work.
Shortly after Conference last year Elder Albert
Engle and wife moved into the Kentucky field. The way
providentially opened for them to secure a home of
their own which is very conveniently located. The
Board supplied funds toward the same and holds an interest free mortgage to the amount of money which the
Board advanced. The work in this field is encouraging,
as their report published in Handbook of Missions will
disclose.
In September Bro. Christian Sider and wife took
up the responsibility of the work at Iron Springs. They
are living at Fairfield, Pa., about iy 2 miles from Iron
Springs. Over the winter very little aggressive effort
was made in this field. However, since being supplied
with an automobile they are enabled to push the work
more aggressively and at present are conducting
regular services at several places. This is a needy
field, doors of opportunity are opening, pray for the
workers at this place.
The blessing of the Lord has been upon the activities of our licensed ministers. Several of them have
been actively engaged in evangelistic work and several
have been bearing responsibilities as pastors. Others
have been assisting in the ministry in districts and city
missions. During the year four licensed ministers have
been ordained.
Following a successful tent campaign at Dallas
Center, conducted by William Lewis, one of the Board's
licensed ministers, a request came from that field to
have Bro. Lewis stationed there. The request was
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granted and Bro. Lewis, in company with Elder William Deemy at that place, has been carrying on the
work. God has graciously blessed and revived the
work. Quite a number have been added to the Church
and attendance at Sunday School and preaching services has multiplied.
Following the first of the year, Bishop Eyster spent
a month in Florida, dividing his time between the
Orlando and Arcadia congregations. He was accompanied by Elder Jesse Lady, who took charge of the
work at Arcadia. The Lord has graciously blessed the
work at Arcadia. Reports indicate that the attendance
at Sunday School and preaching services has greatly increased. Prayer meeting evenings have as many as
seventy or eighty present. Pray for the work at this
place.
At Orlando, Florida, Elder Floyd Wingert has been
in charge. A number of the members have found it
necessary to temporarily leave due to lack of employment. The financial and industrial depression has
greatly hindered the work and largely due to these conditions a heavy indebtedness remains on the church. The
small class of members there are faithfully holding the
fort and need the prayers and assistance of the church.
REPORT O F HOME MISSION BOARD
Abner Martin, Treasurer
Financial
The T r e a s u r e r submits t h e following condensed r e p o r t based
on t h e balance sheet as audited by t h e F i r s t N a t i o n a l Bank &
T r u s t Co., Elizabethtown, P a .
Receipts
B a l a n c e on hand April 1, 1927
$ 1,665.42
C o n g r e g a t i o n s and Sunday Schools
4,455.42
Individuals
1,204.36
Tent Offerings
,
472.74
General Conference Offering in Cash
517.55
R e t u r n e d from S. D a k o t a T e n t Outfit
12.50
Refund on car f a r e
15.96
Special for Red Cross
66.75
Interest
60.53
Specials for Missions
352.27
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Orlando Church paid on loan

528.75

Total contributions
Special donation from silent donor
Bequest from J e s s e Ringer E s t a t e

$ 9,352.25
2,200.00
3,162.00

Total contributions and specials
Expenditures
Q u a r t e r l y Allowance
E v a n g e l i s t s and T e n t W o r k e r s
Deficits to Missions
Publishing House
Car F a r e
Interest
Special to Red Cross
F r e i g h t on T e n t T r a n s p o r t a t i o n
A u t o Allowance
Refund on 'Bequest received l a s t year
Gospel Tent Outfits
Chairs for T e n t s
Specials to Missions
Taxes
Paid m o r t g a g e on K e n t u c k y Mission p r o p e r t y
Invested on i n t e r e s t b e a r i n g note
L o a n t o Des Moines Mission for deficit
T e n t Service
Rent
Balance on hand April 1, 1928

$14,714.25
$ 4,056.68
1,099.79
242.25
66.76
1,042.11
101.62
66.75
109.55
101.97
36.86
701.71
218.75
352.27
67.62
400.00
3,750.00
415.41
103.48
75.00
1,705.67

Total e x p e n d i t u r e s a n d balance
$14,714.25
T h e balance sheet w a s audited by t h e F i r s t National Bank &
T r u s t Co., Elizabethtown, Pa., M a y 10, 1928.
Signed
A. H. M a r t i n , Cashier.

ALTOONA MISSION, ALTOONA, PA.
Herman G. and Laura Miller and Workers
"And they that know Thy name will put their trust in
Thee: for Thou, Lord, hast not forsaken them that seek
Thee. Sing praises to the Lord which dwelleth in Zion,
declare among the people His doings. When He maketh
inquisition for blood He remembereth them, He forget—39-

teth not the cry of the humble." Psalms 9:10, 11, 12.
Another year has passed by with all its duties and
privileges and opportunities and we enter into another
one not knowing what this year may bring forth, perhaps
the coming of the Lord. Praise His holy name. While
we meet some hard and unpleasant things, I am glad that
we meet also pleasant and encouraging things. The past
year has been a busy one both in services and called into
homes to pray for the sick and suffering.
We have been having good attendance at our services, some times on Sunday evenings our mission room is
filled, as a general rule our services are better attended
in the winter than through the summer months.
There were seven taken into the church the past year
and there are others that the Lord is leading this way if
they obey.
We were glad to have Bro. Abner Martin with us for
a little over a week in a revival service, who preached the
word in love and purity and in power of the Holy Ghost
and as he could not stay longer on account of other church
work pressing upon him, Bro. Allen Brubaker was with
us for a little over a week to preach the old time Gospel
that brings salvation to every sinner that will accept it.
May the Lord bless the brethren for their labor of love.
We wish to thank all the dear brethren and sisters
that have helped by their means and prayers and ask a
deep interest in all the prayers of God's children for this
place and the work in Altoona.
BETHEL MISSION, SYLVATUS, VA.
D. E. and Marie Jennings
We wish to greet you in the worthy name of our dear
Redeemer who has called us from darkness into the marvelous light of His grace. When we are so often brought
face to face with death with loved ones taking their departure from this scene of earthly sojourn we are made
to realize that, ah! so soon will our turn come. Therefore,
we live and labor to lead others to that light that has
brought a knowledge of deliverance to us. Last night
as I stood beside the bedside of my dear old grandmother

as she drew her last breath of earthly life, I said to her
sister who stood by my side, after the last breath had
been drawn that we should too be prepared to go, she said,
"Yes, but we can't know whether we are ready to go or
not."
My heart was filled with pity when I thought of the
countless multitudes in the same belief, not knowing the
real way of FAITH. A minister of the Christian church
spent a night with us lately, after having family worship
I asked him, he being a man that gets into many homes
over the county, how many homes he had been in where
they had family worship. His reply was this, "I have
succeeded in getting worship started in ONE home."
Think of it brethren, in this a mission field. I know it is
a hard field, and it means much to get people to take this
pilgrim way on which we travel. I was so thankful that
I could tell this minister that I had been in many homes
of the Brethren in Christ and I had never been in a home
where there was no family worship. He thought that
that was remarkable. So the next service at the Mission
I could encourage the little flock very much in that we had
more homes having worship than all the homes that he
had visited in. So I say brethren, are you pleased with
the spiritual standard that you have set in Carroll Co.,
Va., as a light to the people?
It seems that so far as visible results are concerned
they have been small during the past year, yet we 1'have
some things that do encourage us. There are a few that
want to unite with us, but some of them are hindered by
home conditions. We must realize that it is very hard for
many people to become reconciled to this way of ours as
it seems so unnecessary to them, but there are three or
four that we look forward to taking the way with the
Lord, at least they have expressed desire to do so, but
at the same time told us of hindrances, so we ask your
prayers that their way may be opened.
We express thanks to the Church for the support
that they have given the work during the year, and we
ask you to continue to help us in the battle. We know
that the work will progress and thank God that it pays.
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Pray for your humble servants in Christ.
BUFFALO MISSION, BUFFALO, N. Y.
E. C. Bossert and Workers
We greet all the brethren and sisters through the
precious name of Jesus. It is with difficulty that we believe that another year has passed and gone into eternity,
yet we know we must meet God's record of it, either to
suffer loss for misappropriated privileges, or to receive
reward for sheaves garnered for Him, who are God's people. We thank God because we know He is watching and
keeping account that He may give reward to those who
are His at His coming.
As we view the work of the past year, we are bound
to give thanks to God who has been so faithful to His
work. There are some things we would be pleased to
forget, but. sad memories cling. We are glad He does
not let us/ forget to pray1 for them who have been deceived by/ the tempter. Our hearts are made to bleed
as we sep some who seemed to know the dear Lord, go
back into the wicked world.
The Lord has been very good to us. We never witnessed a time when He seemed so willing to save and heal.
There has been a number healed this year. One man
who belongs to the opposite faith was miraculously healed
of a peculiar heart trouble. The doctors were at the end
of their skill. Through the testimony of one of our brethren he sent for us to come and pray for him. We sent
for our faithful bishop, who came over and we anointed
him /in the name of the Lord. He began to recover from
that; time until he was back at work again. To God be all
the/ glory. We were unable to procure an evangelist this
year, yet the dear Lord has given us a revival. Some of
our people who were on back ground have prayed through
in their homes, others at the altar. One family has been
received into church fellowship, and we expect another
family to come very soon. We thank God for young families who will turn their back on the world and take the
way with the Lord.
It is very refreshing to hear the testimonies of those
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who have been delivered from the power of the devil.
A number have been delivered from the filthy tobacco
habit. We praise God for His mighty power to save and
keep. The congregation is increasing, the interest is
increasing also, glory to the name of Jesus.
The work has been well supported financially, thank
God. We feel indebted to the dear brethren who have
stood by the work so faithfully. May the dear Lord reward you abundantly for your faithfulness to His work.
We appreciate the dear brethren and sisters who are so
faithful in attendance at the services, and who also pray
for the extension of the borders of the Church. May the
choicest blessings of the triune God attend your way.
Please pray for the work at this place, and for us, His
workers.
\
CHICAGO MISSION, CHICAGO, ILL.
Sarah H. Bert and Workers
We greet you with the words of Psalm 105. "0 give
thanks unto the Lord. Call upon His name. )Make His
deeds known among the people."
\
The past year, since our last report, has g\me by all
too swiftly, never to return. We are reminded that our
life is but a vapour that appeareth for a little time and
then vanisheth away. It is our purpose to make the very
best of the opportunities afforded us of giving the gospel
to lost men and women.
Our new addition reported last year has indeed
proven a valuable asset to our work. Our Sunday School
enrollment has increased since we have a seating capacity
of 300. Every Wednesday afternoon we have three Bible
classes for children instead of one formerly. Our enrollment in these classes is 140. We have been enabled' to
reach some of the parents of the children.
\
We have seven services weekly, in addition to tvfo
open air services weekly during the summer. We have
had real conversions from the open air work. Eight were
received into church fellowship this year, seven of whom
were baptized. We feel there are others who will come
into fellowship with us later.
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We see new faces in our midst at most every service and souls have sought the Lord continuously through
the year. We are encouraged to push the battle on and
utilize the splendid field God has given us to lift up a
Bible standard in this wicked city.
We wish to express thanks to everyone for their interest and cooperation and covet your continued prayers
in our behalf.
DAYTON MISSION, DAYTON, OHIO
W. H. and Susie Boyer and Workers
It gives us pleasure to present one more annual report of the work at the Dayton Mission. It has been
through the love and grace of God that we have been
given the opportunity to labor for Him in our God-given
place one more year.
As we consider the many attractive features, the
alarming and- dreadful powers of sin and destruction all
around us ir/ this our day, and the great throngs who
are passing out into the great beyond to meet God in
the awful jtnd solemn judgment unprepared, we are impressed to push the more ardently onward, giving forth
the Word of God with more zeal and a greater concern
for precious souls than in days of the past. Also that
we may l/ve prayerful and a victorious life over sin before our /dear fellowmen, that some dear one might be
saved frtoi this sinful world and eternal despair before
the door of mercy shall be forever closed.
Th,e Lord has not only been faithful in our temporal
needs, but He has been so faithful in our spiritual needs.
The Lord enabled our dear Bro. Eld. Ernest Swalm, of
Duntroon, Ont, to be a real blessing to our little Mission
band, and to the work here during a series of meetings
held in November, beginning the 13th and continuing
until December 4. We enjoyed and appreciated the definite teaching of the Word of God, and were glad for the
precious souls that were saved and received real help in
the meeting. May the Lord bless and reward our dear
brother for his faithful labors with us.
We give as a report of our services as heretofore:
Sunday School and two preaching services each Lord's
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day, two weekly prayer meetings, and extra as we find
open doors. The special hour of prayer is held on Wednesday at 2 o'clock P. M.
As we look back over the past Conference year and
remember the many homes we have entered, the many
sick we have visited, the many souls we have prayed with,
it would appear as if very little has been accomplished as
we view the much that remains yet to be done. But we
are glad for the few souls who were made willing to
confess and repent of their sins and were saved by the
precious blood of the Lamb.
We consider it a duty as well as a privilege to express
in this report our gratitude and appreciation to our dear
beloved brotherhood and kind friends for all they have
so kindly rendered in behalf of the work at this place.
May the dear Lord greatly bless and abundantly reward
you for all you have done. We sincerely desire to remain
as one with you in the Mission field until the last battle
has been fought, until the last soul has been won for
Christ, and our home in heaven obtained, where we shall
dwell celestially as the unending ages of eternity are rolling on. This is the prayer of your brother and sister in
Christ who will remain with you in the effort for precious
souls until the Lord would have it otherwise.
KENTUCKY
Albert H. and Margie Engle
"In all thy way acknowledge Him, and He shall direct
thy paths." Prov. 3:6. As we look back over the past
year and a half during which time impressions were taking shape concerning a change in our work and we answered the call of God and the Church to this field, we
have proven the satisfactoriness of the above promise.
As we waited upon the Lord to make His will clear and
then stepped out even in the face of criticism we felt He
was with us and we were happy. As we look back now
we do not have a regret, but can only wish we could make
every young person in the Church realize the reward one
receives for stepping out in active service as God leads.
A background for this report can only be provided by
a study of about eight years of intermittent work in this
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field. As stated in the last report to Conference, the
work was without a resident pastor for two years prior
to our coming. During this time as might be expected
the work suffered, but great credit should be given several
faithful sisters who stood true to the Lord and the church
in the face of great opposition and the discouraging effect
of being without a resident pastor. Space does not permit
an account of the trials in which they proved themselves
worthy members of the Brethren in Christ Church. This
credit can be given easier when we remember that they
have not been under the influence of our Church all their
lives as many have.
The home which was secured with the aid of the
Home Mission Board has proven in our judgment by far
the best available location for the pastor that we have
seen since here. We especially praise God for the remarkable manner, from various standpoints, in which He made
it possible for us to be located thus. A later report will
give more in detail the very much appreciated manner
in which the dear brethren and sisters in Ohio have made
it possible for us to have some improvements made on
this property. We were happy without them, but life will
be more comfortable with a cellar, cistern, and porches.
We hereby assure the Church that any contribution thus
made to the value of this property shall be credited to the
Church in case of any change of title. We are keeping
an accurate account of all cash receipts and expenditures.
We arrived in this field of labor about the first of
August and developed plans of work as rapidly as posible, intensifying the same as the Lord led and opportunity afforded. In September we conducted a revival effort in the Pleasant Grove community- with the pastor in
charge, according to the old-time Methodist fashion.
Aside from several conversions, God blest the effort in
what we believe was a very valuable manner—the breaking down of a great deal of prejudice.
As the plans of work have developed to date we have
regular services in four different communities, with a
morning and night service on the same Sunday in each
community. Services in three of these communities are
conducted in school houses, and in only one of these are
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no services conducted by other denominations. Services
in one of these communities are conducted in a Baptist
Church, where the Baptist minister conducts a monthly
service. We attend weekly prayer meetings in two communities, and conduct a Bible Reading or Study every
week in another community which is commanding much
interest and we trust shall be blest of God in laying a'
good foundation for an old-fashioned revival.
We pursue the pastor's duty of house-to-house visitation as opportunity affords, and have canvassed some
communities quite thoroughly, but find a large field open
for us in this way. We have been very kindly received
and have as yet been unable to accept many hearty invitations. We generally have prayer in the homes, and
have found a number of hungry hearts. We are anticipating a great harvest of the seed thus sown. Aside from
crediting the Church at large for their great generosity,
we are glad to credit the few members here for their hospitality, kindness, and liberality. The number is small,
but we believe God will give increase. If our Church has
a right to exist (and we believe she does) she has a peculiar message for the world based on the Scriptures. If
this truth is proclaimed with Christian tolerance, wisdom, and Holy Ghost unction, we believe God will bless
the same.
We appreciate the unhesitating way in which the
Home Mission Board has assumed the heavy financial
burden accompanying the renewed activity in this field
and the securing of a tent for our use. We trust we shall
be able to put to practice our desire to be a faithful
steward of that which the Lord and the Church has intrusted to us.
GENERAL REPORT OF THE DES MOINES MISSION
Greetings in Jesus' Name:
This has been an encouraging year in the work of
the Lord at this station.
After my return from South Dakota, we started a
tent meeting in Des Moines, one on the east side and one
in Oak Park. God gave us an exceptional outpouring of
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His Spirit in the Oak Park meeting; and at the close, a
number were baptized and received into church fellowship.
Last winter Bro. L. Shoalts was with us conducting
meetings which were very beneficial to the church. We
were glad for the help of Bro. Cletus Naylor and Bro. Wm.
Lewis, from California, and Sister Anna Jefferies, from
Des Moines, who have devoted much of their time in the
interest of the work here.
Twenty-five were added to church membership during the past year, five by Church Letter, one by right
hand of fellowship, and nineteen were baptized. May God
keep these, is our prayer.
Yours for souls,
(Signed) H. W. Landis and Wife.
MOORETOWNSHIP'S CENTER MISSION, MICHIGAN
Chas. E. and Lucile Engle
Blessed be the Lord God, the God of Israel who only
doeth wondrous things. And blessed be His glorious
name forever: and let the whole earth be filled with His
glory; Amen, and Amen. Psa. 72:18 and 19. What a
privilege to be messengers of the gospel, and to help bring
honour to His name. A yielded, holy life given out in
service to God and mankind, surely brings rich returns in
this life, not to be valued in silver and gold. Not only
are we richly repaid here, but God's Word declares we
shall have eternal life in the life to come.
The twelve months that have elapsed since we last
brought a report of the Lord's work at this place have
been spent in sowing the Word and in endeavoring to
shepherd the flock. We were enabled by the strength
of God, to hold the three regular services on the Lord's
day and the two prayer meetings of the week with few
exceptions. Sometimes we met, having only the required
number for the Lord's presence, but that did not defeat
God's plan and our desire for worship. During the past
year, another home was included, on the North Appointment Circuit, for the cottage prayer service, upon the
mother's own request. A call has come for the prayer
meeting in the home of a woman, at a little town twenty

miles away. This desire has not been fulfilled yet, because full arrangements have not been made, and the
conditions of the roads, in that they are breaking up and
are heavy, have thus hindered the trip.
During June and July a three weeks tent campaign
was held in the Thomas' woods, with Elder Albert Engle
and wife, and Sr. Orf Lewis as workers. Bro. Engle labored very faithfully night after night, in giving out the
gospel. House to house visitation was engaged in during
the meetings, and in one day there were calls made at
twenty-six homes. Out of this number, not more than
three of these homes were represented in attendance at
the tent, which impresses us with the spirit of indifference to spiritual things. A number of souls sought the
Lord for remission of sins. We are saddened to see some
who have not brought forth fruits meet for repentance.
A touching scene was the children's meeting one Sunday
afternoon, when the altar was more than filled with little
seeking hearts. Most of this number are still testifying
to the saving power of Jesus.
In August, a baptismal service was held in a nearby
stream. Five precious souls were buried with Christ
in baptism and received into church membership.
Bishop David Eyster came and ministered to us in an
effort of nearly three weeks in November. He preached
the Word with boldness. A few day meetings were held,
at one of which, the Lord answered prayer in sending a
spiritual shower. Our spirit is grieved when we see that
some who started in those meetings have fallen out by
the way. One boy who accepted Jesus at that time, has
recently passed away, leaving a bright hope of his soul's
welfare.
While the gospel has been going forth these months
and finding root in the hearts of some, we see that carelessness and indifference are gaining the best of many
people. We believe we are living in the last times, with
such evident proofs as seeing those who are drunk with
the cares of this life, the deceitfulness of riches being a
snare to many, beholding churches closed and also realizing the sifting time is upon the church. How needful for
us to watch and pray as Christ commanded.
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"For the eyes of the Lord run to and fro throughout the whole earth to shew Himself strong in behalf of
them whose heart is perfect before Him." Another
year has rolled by and again we are asked to send in
our report. We can testify to the truth of the quoted
promise. Surely we have both realized and felt the
strength of One who is watching over us with jealous
care.
As we reflect over the past year we can recall some
of the "Mt. Carmel experiences," where God manifested
His power and refreshing showers from His direct presence, in the work here. We are favored with the privilege of attending the Bertie Conference in Canada
last spring which was a wonderful encouragement to us
who are isolated here in northern Mich., for we do not
have many privileges of such a high quality. In Aug.
came our tent meeting. Eld. Emmanuel Rohrer, Bro.
and Sr. Edward Engle all of Ohio, Sr. Annie Turner of
Carland, Mich, and Sr. Eva L. Hoover composed the
camp family. The truth came forth in simplicity and
power and souls were wrought upon and some over a
dozen sought the Lord in different ways. The meeting
was well attended and we had good interest. The tent
meeting was followed by a Ministerial and Sun. School
Program of the Mich, and Ind. Joint Council held here
at our place of worship. The spiritual atmosphere ran
high all through these services, and the Brethren and
Sisters who came in from Ind. and the other classes
here in Mich, seemed to bring a portion of the presence

of God along with them, thus the refreshing showers
were enjoyed together.
In the late part of Oct. we were favored by having
Bish. D. R. Eyster of Thomas, Okla. for our revival effort. Bro. Eyster labored faithfully with us for three
weeks, and we called every day during the meetings
that it was convenient, and yet the people seemed very
indifferent and unconcerned in response to their souls
need.
But He who commanded the seed to be sown will
not allow His word to return void so we are yet praying
that souls will seek the Lord as a result of the seed
sown. While there was not the results we would have
liked to have seen yet there were some honest souls who
sought the Lord and were saved and some few who
were anointed were healed.
Through the kindness of friends the way opened
for us to make a change in cars, as our old car was
quite worn and repair bills heavy with seemingly no
end, so we made it a subject of prayer, and during our
revival meeting the way wonderfully opened for us to
purchase almost a new closed car, which we have enjoyed very much over the cold winter months.
The work in general is about holding its own, as
far as we can see, yet eternity only will reveal what
has been done for God during the year-. Tho the pull is
hard at times yet we feel to labor on with our faces toward the goal which is ultimately, a glad well done at
the end of the journey.
We have appreciated very much the kind remembrance of Brethren and Sisters, spiritually by their
prayers, materially with clothing, bedding and provision, and financially with their means. So may the Lord
abundantly bless in basket and store all who have by
their help made this work here possible. And when
Jesus comes to reward His faithful servants, may you
all receive a share in that eternal Kingdom. May we
make one request, and that is to be remembered at the
throne of grace as we anticipate another year of service for Jesus and souls.
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We realize prayer has ascended from God's children
for this work, and through your support in this way,
financially and also the support given by the home folks
here, in the midst of a year when crops have been poor
and money short, we know God's care has been manifested.
May God's reward by yours, from his rich storehouse.
Pray that this work may grow and spread.
MT. CARMEL MISSION, GLADWIN, MICH.
Henry P. and Lela Fern Heisey

The Lord hath done great things for us whereof wTe
are glad. Psa. 126:3. It is with a deep sense of gratitude to God, and appreciation to those of the household
of faith that we send in our report at this Conference.
Another conference year and the labors of the
Philadelphia Mission are now history; we can, however, look back and say, "another year spent in the service of our Master," in the battle against sin. To God
above do we look for reward for these labors, which
eternity alone will reveal.
Our weekly engagements for the summer were two
prayer meetings and two park meetings. On Sunday we
hold two Sunday Schools, three preaching services and
one street meeting. During these park meetings a number of people were given the truth, as well as tracts being given out. During the rest of the year we held three
prayer meetings during the week and five services on

Sunday. There were also many hospital, prison, and
sick calls and visits made, we trust these visits were
not made or received from the social side only, but that
some seed was sown whereby God was glorified. We
had testimony from some who died in hospitals, that
God had witnessed to the saving of their souls.
We enjoyed a three weeks revival meeting this
winter held by Eld. H. W. Landis, in which sin was
openly denounced, and not without its effect, as other
spirits were made to cry out openly, and others stayed
away because of condemnation, rather justifying themselves that way than by yielding to God. A number of
souls sought God, some being definitely saved and
others being sanctified and filled with the spirit and
others failed to go through.
Following these meetings Bro. Landis held a two
weeks revival at Flourtown, where the truth had its effect in bringing souls to the altar. The rough part of a
chapel was hastily erected in which part of the meetings were held, which is being used now for the regular
services. This chapel will be completed as the Lord
sends in means. The saints at this place appreciate the
building very much.
Following conference of last year a four weeks
tent meeting was held in Flourtown by Eld. Clayton M.
Engle, a number of souls sought God and definite work
was done, but many fail to go through. One elderly
man came to the mission for the first time the Sunday
following the tent meeting and God wonderfully saved
him. There were four accessions to the church from
Flourtown.
During the year there were those who desired to
fellowship elsewhere and left us, as well as those who
had been away for a number of years desired to return
to us as a people, their testimony being they were not
satisfied being away and because of disobedience
reverses came in the home.
Two of our number have gone to their reward.
Bro. and Sr. Nevins of Flourtown having both ended
their earthly careers in the Chestnuthill hospital. Bro.
Nevins died in Nov., Sr. Nevins in April, 5 months,
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LANCASTER MISSION, LANCASTER, PA.
E. C. and Rhoda Haas and Miriam Benner
We come again with our report for the past Conference year.
Surely the Lord has been with us and "if God be
for us, who can be against us."
With a few exceptions the members are standing
true and helping nobly in the work.
The interest in the services is good. The brethren
and sisters from nearby towns are faithfully helping in
the Sunday School and other services.
Bishop Wilbur Snyder held the revival services in
October. A number sought the Lord, and one of the
number expects to unite with the Church, also a young
man who came forward for prayer during the regular
Sunday evening services.
We thank all those who by their prayers and contributions have helped the mission work at this place.
PHILADELPHIA MISSION, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Bro. and Sr. Clyde Shirk and Workers

1 week apart. The work at this place feels the loss, but
our prayer is that God may raise up some one to help
carry on the work at this place.
We covet an interest in your prayers that we may
be true and faithful till Jesus comes.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION, CALIFORNIA
Maggie E. Sollenberger and Workers
For I the Lord thy God will hold thy right hand,
saying unto thee, "Fear not; I will help thee." Isa.
41:13.
Our Lord gives assurance of support even holding
our hands, giving strength Divine and speaking His
soft, tender way—"Fear not I will help thee." The precious Bible gives us seventy-nine "Fear nots" and
furthermore,—"He giveth not the spirit of fear but of
power and of love and of a sound mind."
We rejoice in Him for His faithfulness as we put
on record another year's work for God. Souls have not
only heard the Gospel but some have opened their hearts
to receive Him, whom to know is eternal life.
Our mission and work lies mostly in the midst of
a nonchurch going people. Beside our regular fourteen
services a week we hold a monthly prayer meeting and
along with it we do regular hospital visiting, then we
visit homes consisting of shut-ins, sick mothers with
their families, etc.
We have had many special meetings where the
Lord outpoured His Spirit. Some have been healed in
their bodies.
We had the special privilege of having Bish. C. C.
Burkholder hold an eight days meeting for us Jan. 27
to Feb. 3 inclusive. Our brother was used in both giving the Word and God honoring it as it went forth, as
well as his spirit and walk among us.
We offer gratefulness to our Lord, to the Church,
to all sharers, for the supply of needs materially and
financially.
We covet your prayers oftentimes for His cause
here.
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WELLAND MISSION, WELLAND, ONT.
L. B. and Anna Schell
We can hardly realize that we have again come to
the close of another conference year. As we look over
the work of the last year our hearts a r e made to rejoice
to see how the Lord has blessed us both temporally and
spiritually. The promise in Phil. 4:19, has become very
real to us, our needs have been supplied by our
Heavenly Father, He has definitely answered prayer,
for which we praise Him.
The work at this place is encouraging. Since we
were not able to obtain an evangelist, we had no series
of meetings this year, but we are glad to report there
were a number of souls saved throughout the year. The
interest in the Sunday School has been growing, several
of the children were saved recently. There has been
some who made application for membership.
We have five services every week. Last fall we saw
the need of having an hour of prayer. We met for an
hour every Friday afternoon, this proved a blessing to
the work, and also to us as workers.
There has been several changes in the Mission this
year: Sr. Ethel Milne, who had been here for nearly
two years, had to leave in December on. account of ill
health. Sr. Mary Hess, Mt. Joy, Pa., has come to take
her place until spring. On March 10th, Sr. Pearl Swalm
who has so faithfully labored here for nearly three
years was called home on account of the sudden death
of her step-mother, and will not be able to continue her
work here.
We appreciate very much the way the Bertie and
Wainfleet Districts stand by the work at this place.
We especially crave an interest in the prayers of the
Church for the Lord's work here.
IRON SPRINGS MISSION, IRON SPRINGS, PA.
Christian H. and Cora Sider and Iola Dixon
Dear ones in Christ: Greeting you in the precious
name of Jesus who loved us and gave His life for us. He
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has ascended up to heaven and has left us to finish the
work He began. We are glad to be able to bring the
good tidings of salvation to these poor mountain people.
We have been here now about six or seven months.
The first four months we had no car, but since then we
have been visiting the people and learning more about
their everyday lives. We notice a marked change in their
attitude toward us. They love to have us visit them in
their homes and want us to take a meal with them. As we
read and pray with them their hearts sometimes get tender and we believe God is silently working. Pray for them
that they might give God a chance to break the fetters
of sin that are binding them. Drink and immoral living
seem to be the biggest foes to encounter.
We have been very glad for the boxes of clothing
sent from the different sewing circles. The people were
so glad for the garments and this also helped us to win a
way to their hearts.
Besides our regular Sunday services, we have
prayer meeting in the homes every Tuesday evening.
Here we come in direct contact with the people. We need
your prayers that God might work in a mighty way upon
the hearts of the people. Yours for the lost of the
mountains.
ARTICLE XXXI
HOME MISSION BOARD CONFERENCE REPORT
Section 1.
Mission Stations
We recommend the following for confirmation as
city missions and workers for this Conference year:
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613—4th Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
H. G. Miller and wife, Lizzie Brubaker.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. Y.
E. C. Bossert and wife, Etta Putman, Melius
Sider.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
Sarah Bert, Supt., C. J. Carlson, Pastor, Avas
Carlson, Anna Bert, Harriet Gough.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio.
W. H. and Susie Boyer, Eva Dick, Angeline Cox.
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Des Moines Mission, 1194—14th St., Des Moines, la.
H. W. Landis and wife, Anna Zook.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia,
Penna.
*
Clyde Shirk and wife, Barbara Hitz, Mary Sentz.
San Francisco Mission, 3739—20th St., San Francisco, Calif.
Maggie Sollenberger, Rhoda F. Wingert.
Welland Mission, 38 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont.
L. B. Schell and wife, Eva Hoover, Mary Hess.
Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, Sylvatus, Virginia
D. E. Jennings and wife.
Iron Springs, Pa.
Christian H. Sider and wife, Fairfield, Pa., Iola
Dixon.
Kentucky Mission Field
Albert H. Engle and wife, Garlin, Ky.
Mount Carmel Mission, Gladwin, Michigan.
Henry P. Heisey and wife.
Section 2.
Lancaster Mission Change
In pursuance of a recommendation that our mission
stations work toward the aim of becoming self-supporting
churches, the Board is authorized to announce that the
Lancaster Mission becomes a congregation of the ManorPequea district.
Therefore offerings are no longer solicited from the
church at large for the support of this work.
The Home Mission Board wishes to command the
Lancaster congregation and Manor-Pequea District on
this action and desires to further recommend that other
mission stations, especially those within the borders of
organized districts, whenever feasible, shall work toward
the same end.
Section 3.
Mission Pastorates
The Board recommends the work at the following
places to be known as Mission Pastorates with assignments for the Conference year:
Arcadia, Florida
Wm. Lewis and wife.
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Granville, Pa.
(To be supplied.)
Mooretownshin Center, Michigan
Samuel A. Lady and wife, Sandusky, Mich., R. 4.
Orlando, Florida
(To be supplied.)
Section 4.
We recommend the following assistant workers as
temporarily assigned for an indefinite period:
Alvin Burkholder and wife, Des Moines, Iowa.
Elizabeth H. Engle, Iron Springs, Pa.
Section 5.
Evangelists
Wm. M. Asper, Shippensburg, Penn.
Whereas, Quite a number of the districts have failed
to respond in answer to the appeal made; therefore,
Resolved, That General Conference renew this appeal
and especially urge that districts who have not contributed send their offerings to the treasurer of the General
Executive Board.
Section 11.
Status Relative to Howard
Whereas, No mention relative to the work at Howard,
Penna., was made on Conference Minutes of 1927, some
questions have arisen in the minds of the uniformed, we
therefore announce the following for the benefit of those
desiring information:
The work at Howard has been discontinued, the
workers relieved of responsibility and authority; and,
therefore by virtue of this action the ministerial privilege
of the former superintendent has ceased.
Section 12. Bequests and Special Offerings
Whereas, The Home Mission Board during the past
year has been the recipient of a bequest from the Jesse
Ringer estate of $3,162.00, also an offering of $2,200.00
from a silent donor, the Board hereby expresses their sincere appreciation of this generous bequest and donation
as well as all others previously given.
The Board further recommends that the church at
large be heartily encouraged to follow the same example
in thus donating and bequeathing to the Home Mission
Fund.
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Section 13.
Funds for New Work
Whereas, The extension and expansion of our work
calls for special and heavier expenditures when opening
new fields; be it therefore
Resolved, That if deemed expedient by the Board, all
bequests and individual offerings of an amount exceeding
one thousand dollars be used as a special fund for the
launching and establishing of new work.
Section 14.
Whereas, The Dallas Center congregation of the Iowa
District has applied to the Home Mission Board for ministerial help, therefore,
Resolved, That Elder Walter Reighard be assigned as
pastor at Dallas Center for this coming Conference year.
Approved.
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TABULATED REPORT OF THE GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL BOARD
For the Year Ending December 31, 1927.
By William Page Secretary
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CALIFORNIA
W a u k e n a , W. B. E y e r , T u l a r e
U p l a n d , A. L. E s h e l m a n , U p l a n d
P a s a d e n a , B . L . Byer, P a s a d e n a
CANADA
Fairview, David Hilts, Gormley
Wainfleet, E d w a r d Gilmore, L o w b a n k s
W e l l a n d , L . B . Schell, W e l l a n d
Maple Grove, J o h n Reichard, Gorrie
Cheapside, Ralph Lofthouse, Nanticoke
Shislers Point, J . D. Winger, Ridgeway
Boyle, W . B . V a n d e r b u r g , B i s m a r k
Springvale, Roy H u x , Hagersville
V a u g h n , O. L . H e i s e , G o r m l e y
Rosebank, I r v i n Cober, Kitchener
Lisle, W i l l i a m M i l n e , L i s l e
Bertie, Charles W r i g h t , Stevensville
L i n c o l n , L . H . Z o e r b , Delisle
Clearview, L. Climenhaga, Kindersley
FLORIDA
Orlando, Eber Lehman, Orlando
Arcadia, W. Waggle, Arcadia
ILLINOIS
C h i c a g o Miss., R. H . F r e e d , C h i c a g o
F r a n k l i n C o r n e r s , Allen L o n g a n e c k e r , Coleta
INDIANA
Christian Union, Oscar S t u m p , Avilla
L o c k e , C h a s . E . Clouse, N a p p a n e e
IOWA
Dallas Center, J o h n Raser, W a u k e e
O a k P a r k , F r a n k C r a m , Des M o i n e s
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Gospel T e m p l e , C. E . N a y l o r , D e s M o i n e s
KANSAS
P l e a s a n t H i l l , K. E . W a g a m a n , M o r r i l l
Rosebank, A. E. Hostetter, H o p e
Bethel, J . E. B r a n d t , Abilene
Hebron, Philip Green
A b i l e n e , H , S. H a r m a n , A b i l e n e
Belle S p r i n g s , I. J . Z e r c h e r , E n t e r p r i s e
Z i o n , S. F . M i n t e r , A b i l e n e
MICHIGAN
Moretown, Walter Thomas, Snover
Mt. Carmel, H e n r y P . Heisey, Gladwin
Carland, George Kitely, Elsie
Bethel, Verle Moore, Midland
Clement, Mrs, Claudia Stillwagon, G l a d w i n . . . .
N E W YORK
Buffalo M i s s i o n , E . A . R o b e r t s , Buffalo
Clarence Center, Albert Davis, Clarence Center
OKLAHOMA
Red S t a r , Lee Wilkins, Leedy
Bethany, B. W. Kraybill, T h o m a s
OHIO
D a y t o n M i s s i o n , C. W , B o y e r , D a y t o n
Beulah Chapel, W , J . McBeth, N e w Carlisle .
C h e s t n u t G r o v e , S. A. W h i s l e r , A s h l a n d
Fairview, Harvey W. Hoke, Englewood
P l e a s a n t Hill, H e r s h e y G r a m m , T r o y
Highland, W. H . Engle, West Milton
V a l l e y C h a p e l , H . M. Bosler, L o u i s v i l l e
S i p p o Valley, W . J . M y e r s , M a s s i l o n

PENNSYLVANIA
A i r Hill, W Sollenberger,
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Millersburg . . \ ]

F o x Hollow, A . O. B r u b a k e r , M o n t o u r s v i l k
Zion Mission, J . A. B y e r s , C h a m b e r s b u r g
Mechaniesburg, Reuben Simmons, Mechanicsbm
M a n h e i m , M. S. D o u r t e , M a n h e i m
r „ e ^ ' t h ? ° m e , ' H ' T ' F r e y ' H a r r i s b u r g ' .' [ '" "
C a r l i s l e , Roy H . W e n g e r , C a r l i s l e
Mowersville, A n d r e w W e n g e r
Shippens'burg"
' ™ S „f- r m K S ' C - S - S i d e r . Fairfield . . S D U r i - - P h l l a M i s s i o n , R. C. O d g e r s . P h i l a d e l p h i a
G r a n t h a m , F . S. B r u b a k e r , G r a n t h a m
Manor J
W. Hostetter, W a s h i n g t o n B o r o : : . '
N e w Guilford, M. W . W i n g e r d , C h a m b e r s b u r g
P e q u e a , J . Z. H e s s , L a n c a s t e r . . .
F i v e F o r k s C. E . H e l f r i c k , W a y n e s b o r o
P a l m y r a , Simon Bohen, Hershey
Gratersford H. B. H u n s b e r g e r , Royersford'
M a y t o w n , J . H . Hoffman, Maytown
Lancaster, J. H. Martin, Lancaster..
" "
A l t o o n a , H . G. Miller, A l t o o n a
W a y n e s b o r o w . A. G a r l i n g , W a y n e s b c " ' "
Conoy, V. B. Hilsher, Elizabethtown
R e f t o n , J . M. S l a y m a k e r , S t r a s b u r g
F a i r l a n d , D. F . W e n g e r . L e b a n o n . . .
M a s t e r s o n v i l l e , I. S. W o l g e m u t h , M a n h e i m '
S o u d e r t o n , O m a r G. W o m a n , H a t f i e l d .
Mt. R o c k , B. L. Musser, S h i p p e n s b u r g
F l o u r t o w n , O l i v e r Radcliffe, P h i l a
C r o s s R o a d s , H . M. H e s s , Mt. J o y
Martmbsurg, J. H. Feather, Roaring Sprin.
L e s h e r
VrRIGNIAy'
. Mason Dixon.
B e t h e l Mission, D . E . J e n n i n g s ,
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354.11|$32,066.06|$7, 949.39|$22,998.12|?l,668.20i
2,439.08! 26,503.09 7
' 6 0 . 8 7 | 18,818.281 2,950.75
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1

Bucks and Montgomery,
J . K. Bowers, T r a p p e , P a
(1) Gratersford, H o w a r d Hess, Royersford, P a
(2) Silverdale, E d w a r d Rosenberger
(3) Souderton, Fred Bowers and Howard Stoudt
2 Center, Clinton
and Lycoming,
L . O. M u s s e r , M o u n t J o y ,
( 1 ) C e d a r S p r i n g s , H e n r y S . Miller, M a c k e y v i l l e , P a
(2) F o x Hollow, H e n r y T. Frey, Montoursville
3 Cumberland,
Wilbur Snider
( 1 ) C a r l i s l e , S. C. E s h l e m a n , R o y H . W e n g e r
( 2 ) M e c h a n i c s b u r g , J . C. D i c k , J . R. C h a r l e s t o n
4 Dauphin
and Lebanon,
H e n r y K. K r e i d e r
( 1 ) H a r r i s b u r g , Geo. D e t w e i l e r , J o h n E . L e b o
(2) Fairland, J. B. Funk, Harvey Light
( 3 ) P a l m y r a , H . K . K r e i d e r , H . M. H o s t e t t e r
( 4 ) S h e n k s , H . K. K r e i d e r , H . M . H o s t e t t e r
( 5 ) H u m m e l s t o w n , C. M . E n g l e , D . W . B r e h m
5 Donegal,
L. O. Musser
(1) Conoy, A b n e r M a r t i n
(2) Cross Roads, A b r a m Hess
(3) Elizabethtown, Jacob M a r t i n
(4) Maytown, I r w i n Musser
( 5 ) Y o r k Co. C o n g . , J o h n L e h m a n
6 Grantham,
Wilbur Snider
(1) I r o n Springs, Christian Sider
7 Juniata
and Mifflin,
Solomon L a u v e r
8 Lykens
Valley,
J . W . Keefer, J . H . Romberger
9 Manor-Pequea,
C. N . H o s t e t t e r , S r
(1) Manor, Jacob L. Heisey
(2) Lancaster, J n o . H . M a r t i n
( 3 ) P e q u e a , N o a h Z. H e s s
( 4 ) N e w t o w n . Eli M. E n s l e
( 5 ) R e f t o n , C. N . H o s t e t t e r , J r
10 Morrison's
Cove, H . K. K r e i d e r
(1) Martinsburg, Aaron H . Stern
(2) Woodbury, D. M. Nissley
(3) S p r i n g H o p e , Roy I. F e a t h e r
( 4 ) A l t o o n a , H e r m a n G. Miller
11 N. Franklin,
David H. Wenger
(1) Mt. Rock
(2) Air Hill
(3) Pleasant Hill
(4) Chambersburg
(5) Mowersville
12 Philadelphia,
S. G. E n g l e
(2) Flourtown
13 Rapho,
H . B . Hoffer
(1) Mt. Pleasant
(2) Mastersonville
(3) Manheim
14 Montgomery
15 New Guilford,
J o h n D. W e n g e r t
(1) N e w Guilford
(2) A n t r i m
16 Ringgold,
H . C. S h a n k
( 1 ) R i n g g o l d , J o s . C. M y e r s
(2) Hollowell
(3) Five Forks, Samuel Myers
(4) Fairview
17 Clark Co., Ohio, O. B . U l e r y
18 Miami,
O. B . U l e r y
(1) Highland, Edward Engle
(2) P l e a s a n t Hill, E. J . R o h r e r
19 Dayton,
W. H . Boyer
(1) Dayton
(2) Fairview, Jesse W. Wenger
20 Richland
and Ashland,
B. F. Hoover
( 1 ) C h e s t n u t G r o v e , M. L . D o b n e r
(2) Pleasant Grove
21 Stark
Co., Ohio, L . B e r g
22 Wayne
County,
W. J. Myers
23 Elkhart,
Ind., J . A . S t u m p
(1) U n i o n Grove, J o h n F . S t u m p
(2) Locke, V. L. S t u m p
(3) Garrett, F . D. Brechbill
24 Illinois,
H . L. T r u m p
25 Chicago
Mission,
J n o . A. S t u m p
26 Des Moines, Iowa, M . G. E n g l e
(1) Gospel T e m p l e , H e n r y W . L a n d i s
(2) Hill Top, Sylvanus Landis
27 Dallas Center,
W . C. D e e m y
28 Michigan,
Jonathan Lyons
(1) Bethel, H e n r y Schneider and Lyons
(2) Mooretown, Chas. E. Engle
(3) Mt. Carmel, H e n r y P . Heisey
(4) Zion, W a l t e r Taylor
•
29 N. Dickinson,
Kansas,
M. G. E n g l e
( 1 ) A b i l e n e , K a n s . , Geo. W h i s l e r
(2) Bethel, Sheetz, P a g e Crider, P a g e
( 3 ) Zion, M. M . Book, C. F r e y
30 S. Dickinson,
J. N. Engle
( 1 ) Belle S p r i n g s , H o m e r E n g l e
(2) Rose B a n k , R a y W i t t e r
(3) N e w Berne
31 Clay County,
M. G. E n g l e
32 Pleasant
Hill, J . N . E n g l e
33 Oklahoma,
D . R. E y s t e r
( 1 ) B e t h a n y , D . R. E y s t e r , P . B . F r i e s i a n
34 Red Star, I . G. E n g l e
35 Upland
Dist., C. C. B u r k h o l d e r
( 1 ) U p l a n d , Calif., B . M . B o o k s
( 2 ) C h i n o , J . R. E y s t e r
36 Tulare,
J. H. Wagaman
37 Pasadena,
C. C. B u r k h o l d e r
T o t a l s f o r U . S. A
CANADA
S8 B l a c k C r e e k , O n t . , B e r t S h e r k
39 Wainfleet,
J o h n Sider
(1) Wainfleet, J e s s e Sider
(2) Bethel, Lafayette Shoalts
( 3 ) Boyle, L a f a y e t t e S h o a l t s
(4) Springvale, J o h n A. N i g h
(5) Cheapside, Earl Sider
(6) Welland Mission, J o h n Sider
40 Markham,
Alvin L. W i n g e r
4 1 Sot tawa, I s a a c S w a l m
(1) Sixth Line, Earnest Ditson
(2) Second Line, J o h n Heise
(3) Collingwood, E a r n e s t Ditson
(4) Lisle, E a r n e s t Swalm
42 Waterloo,
John Reichard
i 1) R o s e b a n k , S i m o n C o b e r
(2) Maple Grove. Jacob Reichard and Wildfong
4 3 Clarence
Center, B e r t S h e r k
44 CUarriew
Sask., W a l t e r R e i c h a r d
Totals for Canada
T o t a l s f o r U . S. A .
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6,000
4,000
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260
230

75
40
30
15
80

4,8001
1,580
1,500
6,200|
5,0001

70
110'

48
70

3,400
2,500!

106
70
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52

9,000;
3,0001

61
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4,000!
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4
3
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13.32
17.34

40

1,275 21.31
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432 22.34
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953 15.00

9.07
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1,405

29.77
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328
1.351
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10.93
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15.67
2
10.87

1,638
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221
48
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39
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77!
20
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375
153
123

155
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841
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50
30
U7
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100
20
20
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39
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16
116
45
12

2,397
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140

70
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1,200
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383|
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